Dear Beautiful Soul...
I am so deeply honoured

Choose your own adventure!
I am passionate about giving you the power to decide which experience is
right for you.
There is no persuasive copywriting, suggestive queues or disempowering
sales copy.
You are here for a reason, reading this and I invite you to lean into that and
trust that. Each experience offered here for you has been created in the
most delicious way and with the most purest intent. I am devoted to serving
you and there is always absolute transparency.
There is no right or wrong experience here and I invite you to close your
eyes and connect with your heart, your yoni, your higher self, your soul
and/or the God within… whatever it is for you and set the intention that you
get a clear knowing as to which is the right option for your highest good…
without any mind questions or logic or logistics. TRUST.
CV Lewis said, “Our intuition is far more powerful than our intellect.”
So with that, let’s use the power of your intuition to find the experience that
will have the greatest impact on your creating a pleasure centric, abundant
and totally extraordinary business and life you are yearning for, which also
allows you to feel free everyday.
Steve Jobs said, “The people who are crazy enough to think they can change
the world are the ones that do.”
The Hedonistic Way has one real mission and that is to enhance your daily
human experience in the most powerful, pleasure and prosperous way. … and
with that, let us begin with you feeling into which experience is right for
you.

Let's birth something beautiful!
*Side note: usually the one that scares you the most is the one that is right
for you
One time lover
In this potent 3-hour session we unravel, explore and reignite your dream
and embody your business. We look at what we can attune, change,
implement to create the most pleasurable business, service and offering. If
it’s not bringing you pleasure it’s not sustainable. You can decide what you
would like to focus on or let us be guided to whatever area our
consciousness feels we need to address.
Either way, One time lover is perfect for you if want to extract some words,
gold and weave some magic into your business stat.
For example… maybe…
1. You know there is an area of your business that just isn’t working.
2. Maybe there is a flow in your sales and service that isn’t getting the
traction you want.
3. You’re not feeling free and enjoying your business and know that it’s
something that can be fixed within a short period of time.
4. You want a fresh pair of eyes to look at your business.
5. You know what, how and you want someone to put it into words.
6. You have lots of things going on, but not sure how to bring it altogether.
Whatever it is, it’s that knowing that it’s something that given that right
person and the guidance we could co create something amazing in a short
space of time.
Investment is: $1111

Let's birth something beautiful!
The Embodiment Experience
This is an extraordinary 4 month journey where we incubate for an immersion of
hedonistic transcendence.
Transforming Self
• Expand into who you really are.
• Explore the visionary quadrants
• Alignment grid
• Create space in your body to hold this new energy.
• An activation and set new touch points/ check in points within your body.
• A compass whereby you have aligned and embodied values. • Discovering your unique
and innate gifts.
• Sacred agreements and declaration on implementing, becoming and expanding on this
everyday.
• Stepping into who you want to be and how you want to show up everyday.
Transforming Service
• All inclusive embodiment and mergence of you, your gifts and your business.
• Sales experience that honours, resembles and embraces that.
• Client attraction activations and cue cards.
• Magnetic message’s to your tribe that cuts through the noise finds them and speaks to
them. Every word is a high vibration extension of you.
• An entire orgasmic and unique business model that is an extension of who you are and
how you want to serve.
• Capturing the juiciest copy in the most fun and decedent way. • Core message nailed.
• Divine action moving forward.
Tangible Transcendence.
• A photo-shoot that captures this internal and external transformation.
• Beautiful, powerful, visually stunning images that tell a soulful brand story that you can
use in your marketing moving forward.
* Based on your own unique brand mood board created by a super talented designer,
complete with color palette, fonts, sample images that are aligned and on brand.
•
•
•
•

Customised Brand Mood Board.
Hair and make up for photo shoot
Photo-shoot and images for your own stock library.
All training material. • 1 x one on one session with me. … The entire transcendence.

Investment is $5555

Let's birth something beautiful!
Long time Lover
When I see us working together, I see collective consciousness co-creating
and collaborating using infinite intelligence.
The Hedonistic Way is not a sales or service transaction, it’s a way of life
where I am the creator of it and also the student.
It’s about building living growing pleasure centric life and business to
attract and build abundance. It’s about serving and living in way where we’re
both the student and teacher.
Collective consciousness is about unison, understanding and there is an
equal desire, dedication and devotion to service. Where we both honour and
explore our gifts, and how we can use that to touch the lives of others in a
meaningful way.
How do we show up every day and be the Queen our lives and also have
humility? Serving in a way where we both embrace grace and ease yet also
inspired action.
One part warrior One part alchemist A dash a the magical child
Who is stepping into her Queen.
Taking her innate gifts, her service, her values, her dreams and making it her
own. Pushing the edge on her readiness to define what she does as she
creates her own way, her own modality and putting into a beautifully, artistic
and visually breathtaking modality, sales model, brand and all round
business model that is both on point, different and divinely you.
All by embracing The Hedonistic Way whereby we vow to live, serve and
enjoy a way of life where it’s pleasure centric, abundant, inwardly focused
with outward results and impact.
By… Embracing and honouring flow. Using our infinite intelligence to guide
how we serve. Co-create and amplify the energy where we build and let the
energy guide us through that. Intention setting and accountability
collaboration and support.
Our flow includes…

Let's birth something beautiful!
* Voice support and communication
* Email support and communication
* Weekly channeling of personalised message.
* Fortnightly one on one’s for 12 weeks (where we co-create your own
Hedonistic Way)
* 6 x Monthly one on one’s where we integrate business model, tweak and
build on what is working.
* Personal branding makeover- complete with photo-shoot and stock library
of images for future use (includes hair and makeup).

Incubation upgrade
Two-day immersion where we create your own modality, IP and
methodology moving forward. In this 9-month co-creation and collaboration
you will have…
- My unwavering support and guidance
- Someone who sees you
- Someone who will hold the space for you
- Some who believes in you, even when especially when you don’t.
- Someone who will call you on your shit.
- Someone who will guide to into areas that might be uncomfortable, but we
will always find the gold.
- A complete business model
- Service/ Sales funnel
- Marketing and lead generation strategy
- IP assets
- Personal brand profile; Mood board, unique and personalised stock library.
- Alignment grid and template.
- Your own custom Hedonistic Way
- A way of life that is the most divine blueprint and karmic clearing you will
gift yourself and the generations to follow.
Investment is $12,000
Incubation upgrade $15,000

